Early Career Faculty Foundation Awards
FY23

Opportunity | More Info | Announced | LS/Nom/LOI | Deadline | Award | Amount
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Packard Fellows | [2] | December | January (LS) | 3/15/23 | October | $875,000
Cottrell Scholars | [2] | March | N/A | 7/1/23 | February | $100,000
Pew Marine & Biomedical Science Fellowship | N/A | February | March (Nom) | 7/15/23 | March | $150,000
Beckman Young Investigators | [2] | June | August (LS) | 1/15/23 | April | $600,000
Pew Biomedical Scholars | [2] | February | May (LS) | 9/8/23 | April | $300,000
Sloan Research Fellowships | [2] | July | September (Nom*) | 9/15/23 | June | $75,000
Searle Scholars Program | [2] | June | July (LS) | 9/30/23 | July | $300,000

Proposal Development Support for Faculty
- Individual consultation - Funding opportunity guidelines, Eligibility, Foundation mission and directives
- Writing support - Review, editing, and critique
- Liaison with UT institutional stakeholders - UT Foundation Relations, Departmental Grants Personnel, OVPR, OSP
- Collection of supporting materials

Learn more about how SRI supports the CNS research enterprise. CNS_SRI@austin.utexas.edu and cns.utexas.edu/strategic-research-initiatives